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                                                                         August 21, 2007 United Nation University Global Seminar, 6th Touhoku Session Harmonious Coexistence between Nature and Human Beings: Pooling Knowledge for Environmental Sustainability                                                                "Environmental Cooperation around Inland Seas: a Study of Baltic Sea Cooperation"                                     Tsuda College, Miho OSHIMA  １．Introduction  Environmental pollution is an issue that goes beyond national borders and can both positively and negatively affect relations between governments. Sea pollution, for example, can be the cause of both regional cooperation and regional friction. In this lecture, I focus on environmental cooperation around inland sea areas, specifically the case of Baltic Sea Cooperation.  Baltic Sea Region is strictly speaking, the area adjacent to the Baltic Sea; namely the three Baltic states, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, the north-western part of Russia, with Kaliningrad, Poland, the northern part of Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Finland. But adding those nine countries, Norway, Iceland and the EU Commission actually participated in Baltic Sea Cooperation, too.   As just after the collapse of the Cold War, the system change for market economy and democracy, and the independences of the three Baltic states occurred, it seemed that regional conflicts should have broken out there. However cooperating with each other, they stabilized the region and achieved economical development so much that some call the region Baltic Sea Economic Sphere*, nowadays. Politically, Poland, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania succeeded in joining the EU and NATO during 1999～2004. It means that past geopolitical system changed into the new Post Cold War system peacefully, even though there are still political disputes with Russia, and problems with Russian inhabitants in the Baltic states**.   
*The Baltic Sea Economic Sphere: 25% of Russian trade with the EU is by way of Finland 

** The Russian president, Vladimir Putin, has criticised Estonia's decision to relocate a Soviet era war 

memorial. The move led to a bitter diplomatic row between the two countries, and Russian violent 

protest towards Estonian government occurred in April and May 2007. 

           Direct Investment to the Baltic States  2005年 

Estonia 1 Sweden42.8% 2  Finland  27% 3  USA   5.5% 

Latvia 1 Sweden13.5% 2  Germany 11.3％ 3 Denmark 8.8% 

Lithuania 1  Denmark 17.3% 2  Sweden   14.7% 3  Germany  9.7%  ２．Aspects of the Baltic Sea Region  The Baltic Sea has a surface area of 415,000 square kilometers and is shallow, with an average depth of only 52 meters and a maximum depth of 459 meters. It is also semi-enclosed, with access to the North Sea only via the Kattegat and Skagerrak.  The sea has a very slow turn over rate, with about 25 years required for a 90% replacement of its waters. It is reasonable to say that the Baltic Sea is a rather vulnerable sea as to water pollution. 
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 The following shows the littoral states’ political system and memberships of European international organization, past and today. 
Cold War 

Republics of Soviet Union： The Baltic states（ Estonia, Latvia、 Lithuania） 

Socialist Countries： Poland、East Germany, Soviet Union (Kaliningrad) 

NATO(North Atlantic Treaty Organization)： Denmark、 Norway,  West Germany 

Neutrality and Nonalignment： Finland, Sweden 

EC(European Community)：West Germany（1951）, Denmark（1973） 

Post Cold War    NATO：Denmark, Norway, Germany, Poland(1994), Baltic states(2004) 

EU：Germany, Denmark*, Sweden/Finland(1995), Baltic states/Poland(2004) 

*Denmark means excluding Green Land and Felow Archipelago   Although the Baltic pollution problems were known and various national measures were being taken, inter-governmental cooperation had been blocked by the political differences among the littoral states (the three NATO states, the three WTO states and the two neutral states). Taking for example, in October, 1981 Soviet submarines’ incursions into and accidents in the Baltic Sea* made relations in the region more strained and the chance for closer cooperation was lost.  
*So–called “Accident of the Whisky on the rock”  ３．From the Conflicting Region to the Linking Region: Starts form Environmental Cooperation  Since the sixties and seventies when the littoral states began to develop and industrialize dramatically, the Baltic Sea, receiving huge volumes of waste discharged from industries, homes, farms, and vessels, has become one of the most seriously polluted marine environments in the 
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world. Especially notable have been its increasing salinity, increases in levels of toxic substances and nutrients, and decreasing levels of oxygen.  As late as 1970 all attempts at establishing regional cooperation among littoral states in the interests of the Baltic marine environment had foundered on political controversy over the recognition of the German Democratic Republic by the FGR. These attempts included the Baltic Fishing Convention of 1973 and its Commission, the Baltic Marine Environment Convention of 1974 and its Commission (HELCOM). However the surveillance and regulation, which these bodies attempted, could not eliminate all the sources of pollution. The Changes occurred with the independent movement of the Baltic states in the late of 1980’s. In the Baltic states there was heavy industry which was indispensable of Soviet Military, and it polluted the region so seriously that ecological movements activated and it led to the independent movement. During 1989-90 the Baltic states became independent of Soviet, and in the insecure situation at that time the NGOs of Nordic states, and the Nordic Regional Organization (Nordic Council) supported this movement, both directly and indirectly. In this background the inlands of the Baltic Sea organized themselves in 1989, and the Union of Baltic Cities (UBC) involving 32 municipalities was established in 1991, and HELCOM also adapted The Baltic Sea Joint Comprehensive Action Plan (JCP) and established task force to develop environmental cooperation and dialogue. As a result, Council of the Baltic Sea States was established in 1992, which means that the Baltic Sea Cooperation had begun as informal activities in multiple fields.  CBSS had the following activities; 1) Ecological Policy: joint surveillance, research, and planning, 2) Economy: aid to pro-socialist states, 3) Actor: bottom up effects of municipalities’ and NGOs’ activities, 4) Security: stabilize the region through developments of regional dialogue. These activities contributed to support to the Baltic states’ memberships of the EU and the EU’s active support policy towards Russia. In 1999, together with the Barents Region Cooperation, the Baltic Sea Cooperation was accepted as the Northern Dimension by the EU, which played a bridge building role between new member countries of the EU /NATO and ‘isolated’ Russia.     ４．The Baltic Sea Cooperation Now  CBSS continues ecological efforts, and recently relating with global warming, it begins to discuss the measures of reductions of carbon of dioxide (CO2) emissions. The scenario  stimulation have shown that for the Baltic Sea Region, where does not situated so far from glacial retreat area, some serious consequences of climate change can be anticipated by 2010. This holds for warming and changes in precipitation patterns, as well as sea-level rise.  Priorities during the Swedish presidency of CBSS, July 2006-June 2007 is the following; 1) Energy and environment: Sustainable development - to improve the protection and preservation of the environment in the Baltic Sea region , 2) Civil security: To promote democracy, human rights, and social security, stability, security and prosperity in the Baltic Sea Region, 3) Trade and investment: To promote trade and investment in the Baltic Sea region by removing barriers to trade and investment and by working actively towards greater contact between businesses in the region. The slogan is “Towards a Sustainable Baltic Sea Region”. Priorities of Icelandic presidency of CBSS, July 2005- June 2006 also included energy issues, protection environment, and cooperation on nuclear and radiation safety on the top three of eight topics. Recently CBSS is characterized by to its priority to social and cultural problems, not only environment 
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but also gender’s and children’s issue, and to the NGOs activities relating to these issues. In Copenhagen 2001 the Baltic Sea NGO network was established and has since that developed cooperation for strengthening civil society.  In 2005 CBSS established the Committee of Senior Officers and working groups among member states to make the cooperation a dairy work.  Theses tendencies are evident in the Northern Dimension of the EU, whose priority in the action plan of 2004 – 2006 is based on the results of CBSS. That is 1) economy and business infrastructure, 2)human resources, education, culture, scientific research and health, 3)the environment, nuclear safety and natural resources cross-border cooperation and regional development, 4) justice and home affairs.   ５．Concluding Remarks  During the Cold War, the Baltic Sea was an area of East-West conflict, an arena where it was difficult for governments to work together even on environmental problems. But after the end of the Cold War, growing environmental cooperation led to regional dialogue, social and economic cooperation, and confidence building, which contributed to the stability of the region in a broad sense. This cooperation is also based in multiple activities of municipal corporation and NGOs. Environmental pollution brings cross border pollution, but it also needs cross border measures. The case of the Baltic Sea Cooperation shows the possibilities of regional cooperation.   
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